Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 2

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. a large, festive meal
3. A belt is worn around it.
6. ashamed
10. let go
11. stay
13. under
14. opposite of proud
16. to make understandable
20. a sister's or a brother's daughter
22. ground
23. not belonging anywhere
24. a sudden, violent disturbance
26. enthusiastic
28. illness
29. to create a desire to do something

Down
1. opposite of imprisonment
2. one who steals
4. an instrument for weighing
5. the thinking organ
7. to reach one's goal
8. to say "hi," for example
9. An arm goes through it.
12. lean back and forth
15. frightened
17. opposite of asleep
18. things put somewhere for viewing
19. You ___ a friend if you give away his secret.
21. opposite of fresh
25. opposite of insult
27. to do again